
Parties' responses to 2012 ACT election questions put by the North Canberra Community Council.

The questions listed below were put to all of the parties contesting the ACT election. As at 16 October only Labor and the Greens have responded.

Some Labor Party answers may contain typographical errors, as we used optical character recognition to convert them to text.

Quick links to main issues:

Governance Urban Development ABC Flats redevelopment Community consultation & Community Councils Transport Road Safety

List of questions (click on each link to see the responses)

Governance
Do you support the proposal to establish the Auditor General and Ombudsman positions as officers of Parliament
Do you support the establishment of a Governance Integrity Agency to establish formal coordination and links 
between designated integrity agencies?
Do you support the creation of an independent Residents' Advocate legal position to assist residential planning legal 
conflicts sent to the ACT Appeal Tribunal?
How many ACT electorates should there be, and how many members per electorate?

Urban development
What developments should be exempt from Development Applications, and what developments should be subject to 
appeal by neighbours?
What level of scrutiny will you exercise over private building code assessors?
What will you do to persuade the Federal Government to over-ride the anti-competitive rules that prevent pharmacies 
from opening in suburban shopping centres such as Hackett?
What improvements will you make to the process for notifying residents of proposed building developments?
What will you do to ensure the survival and diversity of local shopping centres?
What is your position on the Canberra airport curfew?
Will you implement Conservation Management Plans for North Canberra's heritage precincts?

ABC Flats redevelopment
Do you support removing three quarters of the social housing in the ABC Flats, placing the remainder into 
concentrated blocks (rather than pepper-and-salting); and Do you support making no provision in the cost-benefit 
study to provide replacement social housing, despite 1,800 being on the waiting list?
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Do you support Using a Precinct Code to flaunt the existing RZ4/RZ5 planning codes for the ABC redevelopment e.g. 
building height limits, overshadowing, traffic management etc.?
Do you support Extending commercial zoning from Civic into the residential parts of Reid and Braddon, despite vacant 
premises throughout Civic e.g. Garema Place?
Do you support forcing people to park in nearby streets if they have more than one vehicle?
Do you support Removal of 190 mature trees as part of the ABC redevelopment?

Community consultation and Community Councils
What will you do to encourage community involvement in government decisions on matters such as urban planning, 
transport and conservation?
What do you see as the roles of the Community Councils and the Combined Community Councils, and what 
Community Councils do to better fulfil those roles?
What level of funding, administrative and other support will you provide for Community Councils and the Combined 
Community Councils?

Transport
What role do you see for travel conservation measures?
When will you produce a Walking Strategy?
How will you improve public transport between Gungahlin and Civic, and in North Canberra generally?
What plans do you have for fixing traffic bottlenecks?
Will you maintain our footpaths, and build footpaths on the one in five Canberra streets that don't have footpaths?
How will you provide safe routes to allow children and other people to walk or cycle to their local schools and shops?
Will you implement eight highly cost-effective North Canberra cycling projects?
lf we had light rail now, how long would it take to get from Gungahlin to Civic in the morning peak, and how would this 
compare with driving time?

Road Safety
How will you educate Canberra's drivers to safely share streets with children?
Will you require the police to enforce Road Rule 126: “Keeping a safe distance behind vehicles.“
What will you do to improve the contribution of pedestrian signals to road safety?
What changes will you make to speed limits?
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Governance

List of questions (click on each link to see the responses)

Do you support the proposal to establish the Auditor General and Ombudsman positions as officers of Parliament?.....5
Do you support the establishment of a Governance Integrity Agency to establish formal coordination and links 
between designated integrity agencies?
Do you support the creation of an independent Residents' Advocate legal position to assist residential planning legal 
conflicts sent to the ACT Appeal Tribunal?
How many ACT electorates should there be, and how many members per electorate?

Do you support the proposal to establish the Auditor General and Ombudsman positions as officers of Parliament?

Labor Greens

The Government supports establishing the Auditor-General as an Officer of the 
Parliament. This has been achieved in the Government's Bill amending the 
Auditor-General Act that was introduced in May but is still subject to debate. 

The Government is not as supportive in relation to the Ombudsman. The 
Government has addressed this issue in detail in its response to an Assembly 
Inquiry on whether the Officer of the Parliament concept is feasible and useful in 
the ACT. The full Government response is available on the Legislative Assembly 
website", Overall the Government considers legislation that sets out clear 
descriptions of the nature of statutory officials' independence is far preferable 
than reliance on designation as an Officer of the Parliament. Any "officer of the 
parliament" scheme must also reflect the scale and constitutional context of the 
ACT. 

Yes - The Greens very strongly support the recognition of a number 
of statutory officeholders as officers of the Parliament. This 
includes the Auditor General (there is currently a Bill to make the 
Auditor General an officer of the Parliament and the Greens have a 
number of amendments to the government bill to further entrench 
the role of the AG as an officer of the parliament and separate from 
the executive) and the ombudsman as well as other agencies such 
as the electoral commission and the human rights commission. 

Caroline anticipates moving amendments to the government's 
auditor general amendment bill (to be debated in August) along 
those lines, also to support Assembly appointment of the AG.
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Do you support the establishment of a Governance Integrity Agency to establish formal coordination and links between 
designated integrity agencies?

Labor Greens

The ACT Government does recognise that there 
is clearly a need for better coordination between 
oversight agencies and the various 
Commissioners, and the Commissioner for Public 
Administration has commenced discussions with 
his counterparts in this regard. However we do 
not believe that another agency is the solution to 
this issue. 

If each of the current integrity agencies is sufficiently independent and well resourced there is no 
need for an additional coordinating body in a jurisdiction the size of Canberra. Is the question more 
general about an ICAC type body, again this is not necessary in a jurisdiction of our size. The first 
appendix of the parliamentary agreement was all about improving government integrity and 
accountability and the greens have proposed a range of initiatives to do this. This includes 
everything from a greatly expanded freedom of information scheme to remove the standing 
limitation for development decisions to ensure that government decision making can be challenged 
and must meet objective decisions determined by an independent third party. 

Do you support the creation of an independent Residents' Advocate legal position to assist residential planning legal conflicts 
sent to the ACT Appeal Tribunal?

Labor Greens

While the Government is sympathetic to calls from different parts of the 
community for particular advocacy support, legal assistance is based on 
need and the ability to access legal assistance. A significant proportion of 
legal assistance in the ACT is provided through Legal Aid ACT and is 
means tested. 

The idea has considerable merit and we are considering it.

The planning system is very complex and errors should not be allowed to 
stand because no one is able (either legally or because of the practical 
complexity of the system) to challenge government decisions.

How many ACT electorates should there be, and how many members per electorate?

Labor Greens

Note: This 
question was 
not put to the 
Labor Party.

The Greens position is that the Assembly should decide. There is a review of the Self Government Act review currently underway by 
the Administration and Procedures Committee which Shane chairs. 
The ACT needs enough electorates to ensure the proper representation of all Canberrans and an increase in the size of the Assembly 
as it is too small for the range of functions that is has to fulfil. We do not have a fixed position on the exact number - what are your 
thoughts? 
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Urban development

List of questions (click on each link to see the responses)

What developments should be exempt from Development Applications, and what developments should be subject to 
appeal by neighbours?
What level of scrutiny will you exercise over private building code assessors?
What will you do to persuade the Federal Government to over-ride the anti-competitive rules that prevent pharmacies 
from opening in suburban shopping centres such as Hackett?
What improvements will you make to the process for notifying residents of proposed building developments?
What will you do to ensure the survival and diversity of local shopping centres?
What is your position on the Canberra airport curfew?
Will you implement Conservation Management Plans for North Canberra's heritage precincts?

What developments should be exempt from Development Applications, and what developments should be subject to appeal by 
neighbours?

Labor Greens

This question was not 
put to the Labor Party.

We support current exemptions for PV s, Solar hot water, sheds and other minor works. All substantive development should 
require DAs, including knockdown-rebuilds.
Neighbours should be able to appeal where it appears a DA does not meet ACTPLA requirements. 

In the current situation, exempt developments, which do not require a DA, do not need to be notified to neighbours. This 
means neighbours are almost never able to appeal against a development even when it is not in fact exempt, because it 
breaches relevant codes. 
We won legislative change in May requiring better notification of exempt developments (see next answer). That will inform 
neighbours about developments that may affect them and about relevant codes for the development, allowing them to appeal 
against the proposal if it breaches the codes. 
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What level of scrutiny will you exercise over private building code assessors?

Labor Greens

This question 
was not put to 
the Labor Party.

We pushed for and achieved more funding for the Construction Occupation Licensing ACT (COLA) to audit and inspect the work of 
private certifiers - $1.6m over 4 years. So far COLA are saying they are doing an education role - not prosecution. We want to see 
them start prosecuting where required, and to put more resources into both desk and physical auditing. 
We are disappointed that the Government still hasn't produced its response to the review of the Heritage Act that was prepared back 
in 2010. 

The government promised to introduce the Heritage Amendment Bill 2012 back in Feb this year; I think we can be reasonably sure 
that this is going to bean empty promise. 

What will you do to persuade the Federal Government to over-ride the anti-competitive rules that prevent pharmacies from 
opening in suburban shopping centres such as Hackett?

Labor Greens

In relation to the proposed pharmacy at Hackett, ACT Labor is aware of the strong community support for a pharmacy at the 
local shopping centre.

As the Federal Government is responsible for determining where pharmacies that dispense prescriptions with a rebate can be 
located, there is limited capacity for the ACT Government to influence that decision. However, I understand the proponents of 
the pharmacy are considering an option to enable them to meet the pharmacy location rules by opening separate dispensing 
premises.

I have previously written to the Federal Minister to inform her of constituent representations made to the ACT Government. If 
re-elected ACT Labor would be happy to write to the Federal Health Minister again encouraging her to allow the proponents 
to trial their model for the benefit of Hackett residents. I would also be willing to provide a similar letter to the Australian 
Community Pharmacy Authority.

Caroline has written to the 
Federal Government - and 
we will write to our 
Federal Green colleagues. 
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What improvements will you make to the process for notifying residents of proposed building 
developments?

Labor Greens

The Government has recently made three improvements in this area:

 Pre-DA community consultation has been operating on a trial basis 
for some time. In December 2011 the Legislative Assembly passed a 
Government Bill to confirm this practice by requiring pre-DA 
consultation for relatively large developments. The commencement of 
this legislation has been delayed to allow for community and industry 
consultation on the proposed Guidelines for the pre-DA consultation 
process. These Guidelines are anticipated to be finalised later this year. 

 From 29 May 2012 written advice has been provided to adjoining 
residents of the development of single dwellings (including alterations}, 
on old residential land, and single dwelling demolition. 

 The sign about building work, which has to be displayed on all 
building sites, has to be up for the period of construction. Also for DA 
exempt single dwellings, large garages and demolition of such, the sign 
must be put up prior to construction commencing. In these cases, the 
sign must go up for seven consecutive days (in a two month period) 
before applying for a building work commencement notice. These 
provisions commenced on 1 July 2012. 

These measures inform residents about proposed developments in different 
ways. Pre-DA is before the DA so there will also be a second set of 
information through the DA notification process. The notice about building 
work sign has to be there from first day of construction to the last day of 
construction and also before construction if it is a single dwelling, 
demolition of a single dwelling or large garage (for some sites there will be 
two lots of notice). 

From 1 July 2012 all building sites, where a licensed builder (including 
owner-builders) carries out or supervises work, must display a sign with 
information about the work being done. This is as a result of Greens 
legislation, which was modified and agreed to by the Government. 

Additional pre-DA consultation for major developments also came into 
effect as a result of Greens inspired legislation.
On 9 May 2012 the Assembly passed amendments to increase public 
notification for draft variations to the Territory Plan, 
deconcessionalisation and new houses in older suburbs. 

These amendments were based on the Planning and Development (Public 
Notification) Amendment Bill introduced by the Greens to the Assembly 
in March. 
The bill improves notification in three key areas: 

 Requires pre-DA consultation for deconcessionalisation 
proposals-in the same way that major developments will have to have 
as a result of PABLAB2, which came into operation on 1 July 

 Requires written notice of draft variations to the Territory Plan to 
houses within adjoining sections (section is a piece of hind bounded 
by roads - our houses are on blocks within sections); 

 For knock-down rebuilds, it requires the proponent of the 
development proposal to give a written notice, including the plans, to 
residents of adjoining properties. It will also explain what codes and 
regulations the plans have to meet. 

I would like to see how these improvements work before proposing more 
changes. But I expect we probably need more time for notification and 
better explanation of neighbours rights. 
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What will you do to ensure the survival and diversity of local shopping centres?

Labor Greens

ACT Labor supports our local shops and their continued viability which is important 
to every Canberran and every local community. Not only do our local shops deliver 
convenient local services but they are home to hundreds of small businesses and 
create thousands of local jobs.

In August 2012 the ACT Labor Government announced that it will introduce a cap on the 
size of any future proposals for supermarkets in local centres to a maximum of 1000 
square metres to support local businesses and local jobs.

ACT Labor supports small business development in Canberra and this new policy 
position supports our smaller supermarkets in providing important convenience 
retailing in local shopping centres.

In relation to the upkeep of local centres ACT Labor has committed to a local shopping 
centres upgrade program over the next four years, at a cost of $11 million, to improve 
paving, seating, parking and traffic - including more disabled parking - lighting and 
safety improvements at 15 local shops across Canberra.

ACT Labor has already invested $13.8 million in our shopping centres across Canberra to 
make sure they remain viable. We have already delivered upgrades to Hawker, Griffith, 
Kambah Village, Mawson, Jamison Centre, Higgins, Holder, Holt, Melba, Garran, 
Deakin, Ainslie, Lyons and Scullin.

This financial year the ACT Labor Government is upgrading Waramanga, Red Hill and 
Farrer, by investing $3 million in these local centres, and design is underway for Banks, 
Charnwood, Cook, Griffith, Lyneham, Torrens and Theodore.

ACT Labor is committed to the next phase of shopping centre upgrades to target those 
centres where the public areas need a 'spruce up'. The focus will be on improving our 
local spaces and places to make them safer, cleaner as well as retaining their local charm.

We moved for an inquiry into supermarket competition, which 
Caroline chairs. It will report soon. However it has been 
disappointing that there have been very few public 
submissions. 
The supermarket duopoly is a clear Australia-wide issue which 
requires federal government action. One of the keys I think is 
to get the ACCC to do more. The ACT government can only 
control ownership where it owns the land, and so control who 
it sells the land to. ACT government can control zoning and 
size of supermarkets. But even that is not straightforward. The 
smaller 'independent' supermarkets say they have to be bigger 
to survive against the duopoly. The Supreme Court recently up 
held the government's decision to approve a larger than 
previously supermarket and its judgement leads to issues about 
the commitment to the 'retail hierarchy'. 

Survival of local shops I think also will probably need more 
density around local shops. It will probably in some suburbs 
require increased population to bring numbers back to what 
they were when the shops were thriving. And we need to vote 
with our dollar and shop local.
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What is your position on the Canberra airport curfew?

Labor Greens

The ACT Labor Government has consistently indicated it does see justification for a curfew at the Canberra 
airport at this time. This remains ACT Labor's position.

ACT Labor established independent noise monitoring of aircraft movements during the term of the current 
government. This monitoring did not indicate the need for curfew arrangements at this time.

We support it.

Will you implement Conservation Management Plans for North Canberra's heritage precincts?

Labor Greens

ACT Labor is supportive of the 
development of Conservation 
Management Plans for North 
Canberra's heritage precincts.

In addition the ACT Labor 
Government has completed a review of 
the ACT's Heritage Act, undertaken by 
Dr Duncan Marshall, and is finalising 
its consideration of the report and its 
111 recommendations. If re-elected, 
ACT Labor will move quickly to bring 
forward a Heritage Amendment Bill to 
respond to the recommendations of the 
Marshall Report.

Yes as the ACT Greens believe that heritage areas need active conservation to preserve their value. We support 
the recommendations made in the review of the Heritage Act that would see it become a requirement that 
public authorities/government agencies prepare Conservation Management Plans, including for heritage 
precincts. At the moment the Heritage Council can direct a public authority or government agency to prepare a 
Conservation Management Plan but it is not a requirement. We would also ensure that not only is it a 
requirement that these Conservation Management Plans are prepared but are also implemented and adhered to. 
This statutory requirement would ensure that North Canberra's heritage precincts are better conserved. We are 
aware of one Conservation Management Plans that has been prepared in Reid (though as we understand has no 
statutory force), and would like to the other heritage precincts in the inner North such as Wakefield Gardens, 
Corroboree Park, Alt Crescent and Braddon have similar plans. 

We are disappointed that the Government still hasn't produced its response to the review of the Heritage Act 
that was prepared back in 2010. 
The government promised to introduce the Heritage Amendment Bill 2012 back in Feb this year; I think we 
can be reasonably sure that this is going to bean empty promise. 
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ABC Flats redevelopment
List of questions (click on each link to see the responses)

Do you support removing three quarters of the social housing in the ABC Flats, placing the remainder into 
concentrated blocks (rather than pepper-and-salting); and Do you support making no provision in the cost-benefit 
study to provide replacement social housing, despite 1,800 being on the waiting list?
Do you support Using a Precinct Code to flaunt the existing RZ4/RZ5 planning codes for the ABC redevelopment e.g. 
building height limits, overshadowing, traffic management etc.?
Do you support Extending commercial zoning from Civic into the residential parts of Reid and Braddon, despite vacant 
premises throughout Civic e.g. Garema Place?
Do you support forcing people to park in nearby streets if they have more than one vehicle?
Do you support Removal of 190 mature trees as part of the ABC redevelopment?
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Do you support removing three quarters of the social housing in the ABC Flats, placing the remainder into 
concentrated blocks (rather than pepper-and-salting)?
Do you support making no provision in the cost-benefit study to provide replacement social housing, 
despite 1,800 being on the waiting list?

Labor Greens

The provision of housing is critically important for our overall economic and social wellbeing.

It provides the foundation on which individuals and families build stable, healthy and productive relationships with 
their communities and links to employment, education, health and other services.

Most public housing in the ACT was constructed by the Commonwealth to accommodate large numbers of public servants 
who were transferred when Commonwealth Departments were being established in the ACT. Much of this stock was 
constructed from the 1950s through to the 1980s.

The average age of the ACT's public housing stock is just over 29 years, which is the oldest public housing portfolio in 
Australia, and this has consequent impacts on repairs and maintenance  requirements.

The ACT Labor Government is therefore undertaking a rolling program to dispose of older properties, particularly poorly 
performing multi unit properties. This will help reduce concentrations of disadvantage, align the public housing portfolio 
with tenant needs, optimise the value of the asset, and provide better housing for existing and future tenants.

The first stage of the rolling program includes Bega and Allawah Court and Currong (known as the ABC flats), the 
Northbourne flats and the Northbourne housing precinct.

While not all the existing public housing tenants will be able to stay on the redeveloped sites, they will be found 
alternative accommodation that suits their needs. Under the Government's Public Housing Asset Management 
Strategy 2012-17 when redeveloping public housing properties, especially multi unit properties, replacement housing 
is found on at least a one-for-one basis.

ACT Labor supports the approach where public housing continues to be 'salt and peppered' across the city with good 
connections to employment centres, public transport networks, social infrastructure and community centre and family 
support networks. This contributes to sustainable tenancies and to a healthy and diverse community. It provides housing 
stability and security for the unemployed, disabled and disadvantaged in the community. This also helps to break the cycle 
of poverty and homelessness.

The ACT Greens want to see 
the total number of public 
housing units at the ABC Flats 
site remain steady after the 
site’s redevelopment. We 
believe the post 
redevelopment public housing 
should be salt and peppered 
throughout the new unit 
complexes built there. 

With 1,800 on the waiting list, 
the Greens support making 
provision in the cost-benefit 
study to provide replacement 
social housing. We believe 
that the quantity of social 
housing should be at the least 
retained in any redevelopment 
of the ABC flats.  We support 
10% public housing across the 
ACT.
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Do you support Using a Precinct Code to flaunt the existing RZ4/RZ5 planning codes for the ABC redevelopment e.g. 
building height limits, overshadowing, traffic management etc.?

Labor Greens

Draft variation to the Territory Plan No. 308 (DV308) proposes to rezone land adjoining
Cooyong Street in Braddon and Reid to allow high density housing and some retail, 
community and office spaces. The proposal includes a precinct code to guide 
development for subdivision, height of buildings and the location of commercial and 
community activities.

This aim of this rezoning is to change the existing zones (RZ4 and CFZ) to a blend of 
RZ5 high density residential, CZ5 commercial mixed use, and PRZ1 urban open space.
The draft variation also proposes a precinct code to guide future development. The 
proposal is consistent with the ACT Labor Government's commitment to increase the 
amount and variety of residential development adjacent to the city centre, as described in 
the ACT Planning Strategy and Transport for Canberra policies.

Intensifying development along transport corridors, and especially in the first instance 
along Northbourne Avenue, will allow more people to live and work close to the city and 
places of employment, increase the use of public transport, and contribute to developing a 
more compact and sustainable city.
Following the period of consultation on the draft variation, the Community Services 
Directorate is reviewing the proposal. The Community Services and Environment and 
Sustainable Development Directorates will prepare a report and the draft variation for 
consideration by the incoming government following the election.

A re-elected ACT Labor Government will consider community submissions in relation to 
height and scale before deciding whether the draft variation should proceed. ACT Labor 
is open to adjusting and revising the draft variation in response to the submissions 
received on the proposal.

The Greens think that site specific precinct codes can be a 
positive way of ensuring better development of a site.  
Precinct codes can be used to restrict development 
opportunities.  Any precinct code for the ABC 
development would have to be approved as part of the 
territory plan variation for the site.  
For more specific views on what the Greens would like to 
see on the ABC flats site see our submission to ACTPLA 
which can be found at: 
http://www.actpla.act.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0011/2
8100/137._ACT_Greens.pdf 

In this we express concerns about the proposed height of 
the development and think it should stay at its current 
height ie. a maximum of 8 stories.
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Do you support Extending commercial zoning from Civic into the residential parts of Reid and Braddon, despite vacant 
premises throughout Civic e.g. Garema Place?

Labor Greens

DV 308 proposes a mix of zones. Under the current proposal, redevelopment of the 
ABC site would result in 1,160 apartments with an anticipated population of 2,300 
people (currently there are about 550 people in 440 apartments).
A limited level of commercial activity is an appropriate planning response. The exact 
amount, and the limitations on the number, will be carefully considered through the 
draft variation process.

Does this question relate to the rezoning proposals in DTPV 
308 – ie the ABC flats redevelopment?  If so, in our 
submission (see link above), we said “We support the concept 
of active frontage to Cooyong Street at ground level. Some 
small scale retail (coffee shop, convenience store) would be 
used by residents and it would also be good to have some 
more community spaces near to Civic.”  
We don’t think that the space would be directly competing 
with Civic as Cooyong Street is a barrier.

Do you support forcing people to park in nearby streets if they have more than one vehicle?

Labor Greens

Managing parking demand is an important part of delivering a sustainable and integrated transport system for Canberra. 
This includes developing policies that address issues such as parking in our residential streets especially where there is 
higher density residential development.
There is no doubt that parking availability is under pressure in some suburban areas. The solution, however, is not simply to 
increase the supply, and thereby lock up more and more urban and suburban land and further contribute to congestion, but to 
better manage the demand.

The intention of ACT Labor's plans and policies that are articulated in Transport for Canberra is to see a shift away from use 
of private vehicles in areas of higher density, especially those inner suburbs close to transport corridors where there will be a 
rapid, reliable and efficient public transport service.
As with the development of all of our planning policies ACT Labor will continue to work with the community, such as those 
that may be impacted by parking changes, to ensure we get the balance right. As I said above, managing parking demand is 
an key element in delivering a sustainable and integrated transport system for Canberra.

No – we support more 
choice in parking and 
allowing people to buy 
apartments with fewer 
car parking spaces if 
they do not require 
them.  We also support 
enforcement of parking 
regulations to limit 
parking in inappropriate 
locations
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Do you support Removal of 190 mature trees as part of the ABC redevelopment?

Labor Greens

Following the period of consultation on the draft variation relating to the ABC fiats 
development, the Community Services Directorate has reviewed issues raised by the 
community, which includes the issues ofthe trees, and is providing input to the Environment 
and Sustainable Development Directorate, which will prepare a report, taking into account 
views put by Reid residents and others.
The Minister responsible for planning in the incoming government will consider submitting a 
draft variation to the Territory Plan to the Legislative Assembly for its consideration.

We would like to see as many trees retained as possible 
as part of this development and that the redevelopment 
include good landscape and a replanting plan.
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Community consultation and Community Councils
List of questions (click on each link to see the responses)

What will you do to encourage community involvement in government decisions on matters such as urban planning, 
transport and conservation?
What do you see as the roles of the Community Councils and the Combined Community Councils, and what 
Community Councils do to better fulfil those roles?
What level of funding, administrative and other support will you provide for Community Councils and the Combined 
Community Councils?
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What will you do to encourage community involvement in government decisions on matters such as urban planning, transport 
and conservation?

Labor Greens

All major projects and new initiatives have mandatory community 
engagement processes as required by the ACT Government Guide to 
Community Engagement", 
With each planning project there is extensive advertising, the use of 
newsletters and information is put on the Government's web sites. 

In relation to Master Plans there are at least three points where the 
community can provide comment or become involved in workshops. 
There is extensive consultation with stakeholders through working 
meetings. 
A range of consultation and communication methods are used to engage 
with as many people as possible and to reach those groups not well 
represented at typical consultation events such as youth groups, these 
include: 

 participation in a broad range of consultative forums, 
information sessions and workshops; 

 surveys conducted by responsible directorates; 

 participation online via the Time to Talk website; 

 Twitter Cabinet; and 

 Community Cabinet. 

This is vital to Canberra's future. The Greens recognise that in some 
instances there isn't a 
community consensus but it is still important to for the community to be able 
to consider and 

. have its say on Government proposals. 
The Greens think that community involvement needs to be: 

 Informed. The community needs to be given relevant information. 

 Real. If the government is not interested in the community's views 
then it shouldn't waste our time by asking. The government should 
prepare a consultation report saying how it dealt with issues raised. 

 Timely. People need to be consulted in advance, but often people 
only get involved when the something is actually happening and by then 
it can be too late. This is a real issue and I don't know the solution. We 
may need better promotion of opportunities for engagement. 

Community involvement needs to take many forms: public meetings, drop 
in, social media etc. 
And of course we must not forget the ultimate community involvement of 
elections. The three main parties in Canberra have different views of the 
future and the election means every 4 years we all get a say. This cannot and 
should not be the only time community views are important. 
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What do you see as the roles of the Community Councils and the Combined Community Councils, and what Community 
Councils do to better fulfil those roles?

Labor Greens

The ACT Government's Deed of Grant outlines that the role of the 
Community Councils is to: 

 provide a voice for the community on issues affecting particular 
regions of the ACT; and 

 communicate to the ACT Government the views, expectations 
and concerns of community members. 

We welcome and encourage Community Councils to communicate 
their views to the ACT Government directly. This can be achieved via a 
number of means, including: 

 Ministers and staff regularly presenting to the Councils on 
issues primarily focused on development, planning, transport and 
infrastructure; and 

 individual meetings between the Chief Minister and Council 
Executive to discuss specific region ally-based issues. 

The ACT Assembly is both a local council and a state level body. The 
Community Councils have a role in providing local input particularly in 
locality based issues such as planning. 
They can also be a real way of increasing local community social capital by 
giving people a place to meet and supporting other events. Some suburbs 
have thriving suburb level groups - such as Downer where Caroline lives. 

Community Councils are part of ACTPLA 's Planning and Development 
Forum. ACTPLA should pay more attention to this. 
Caroline goes to all the community councils meetings that she can in 
Molonglo in her role as Planning and T AMS Spokesperson. Shane goes to 
many meetings. Alan used to be President of Gungahlin Community Council. 
One thing we can say is that the Councils do need an active volunteer base to 
make up the committee. Also they work best where there are significant local 
issues that excite and concern people.

All of the Councils need publicity, as most residents do not know they exist.
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What level of funding, administrative and other support will you provide for Community Councils and the Combined 
Community Councils?

Labor Greens

The ACT Government notes the intention of the Combined Community Councils (CCC) 
to develop a united perspective on issues that affect the whole of the ACT, and to 
provide a conduit between the communities you represent and ACT Government to 
assist with policy development in a number of areas. 
It remains unclear whether the CCC intends to speak on these issues in place of 
individual Community Councils and what mechanisms are proposed to ensure the views 
presented by the CCC reflect those of the community. 

The ACT Government has carefully considered the request to provide Government 
funds to employ a part-time Executive Officer for the CCC. As you would be aware, the 
Community Councils currently receive an annual indexed grant, which amounted to total 
funding of $85,008 in 2011-12. 
Unfortunately, the ACT Government is not in a position at present to provide the 
additional financial support to assist with the employment of an Executive Officer. 
However, I understand it is within the capacity of individual Community Councils to 
contribute resources to such a joint endeavour should Councils see it as an appropriate 
priority.

The Community Councils, via ACTPLA, currently receive 
in the order of $10,000 a year from ACTPLA which pays 
for room hire and allows some funds for activities or 
publicity. 
We would support the combined community councils 
having similar funding. 
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Transport

List of questions (click on each link to see the responses

What role do you see for travel conservation measures?
When will you produce a Walking Strategy?
How will you improve public transport between Gungahlin and Civic, and in North Canberra generally?
What plans do you have for fixing traffic bottlenecks?
Will you maintain our footpaths, and build footpaths on the one in five Canberra streets that don't have footpaths?
How will you provide safe routes to allow children and other people to walk or cycle to their local schools and shops?
Will you implement eight highly cost-effective North Canberra cycling projects?
lf we had light rail now, how long would it take to get from Gungahlin to Civic in the morning peak, and how would this 
compare with driving time?
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What role do you see for travel conservation measures?

Labor Greens

CBD car parking prices are about to increase for the 3rd year in a row. The fee increases for 2012-13 range from 
$0.40 for per hour for some parking meters to $2.00 per four hour stay in premium short-stay central City carparks. 
The increases for multi-stay car parks allowing all day parking range from $1.00 to $1.50 per day. 

These parking increases along with public transport projects (such as real time information system, park and ride and 
bike and ride projects and transitway projects of Northbourne Avenue, Barry Drive and Canberra Avenue) and cycling 
and walking initiatives such as civic cycle loop, are more of an incentive to encourage people to choose alternative 
modes of transport. 

The Government's approach to parking - outlined in Transport for Canberra - is to manage demand, rather than predict 
and provide. This means: 

 prioritising short stay over long stay parking in the areas closest to businesses, to encourage churn and 
support business; 

 moving Government operated long-stay commuter parking away from the CBD core; 

 pricing parking to encourage alternative transport choices, which even with the increases, Canberra still has 
the lowest CBD parking prices of any Australian major city; and 

 over time, decreasing the rate of parking spaces per 1000 people, even though this may see the number of 
spaces go up if the employment numbers increase. 

Canberra's metropolitan structure with its identifiable districts and town centres was predicated on people being able 
to live close to work. The directions set out in the ACT Planning Strategy and Transport for Canberra reinforce the 
advantages of this metropolitan structure. It is important to establish areas of greater residential density in centres and 
along transport corridors to support mixed use development, small to medium business and opportunities for 
employment. 

As employment patterns are changing, dispersed employment locations are key to supporting more flexible work 
practices, including part time work, working home or from internet centres. This again underscores the importance of 
encouraging urban intensification in centres and along the rapid public transport routes to support easy, and 
convenient access. 

Greens fully support travel conservation 
measures. We pushed the government to 
locate public servants in Gungahlin and 
would like to see Federal public servants 
there as well. 

Defence would be a natural fit given 
Defence housing there. It makes much more 
sense than Howard's legacy near 
Bungendore. 

As noted above we support local shops. We 
support flexible planning to allow home 
based business where they do not unduly 
impact neighbours. We support work form 
home measures and have been instrumental 
in ACT government introducing a ride 
sharing scheme. 

We strongly support better public transport 
and provision for walking and cycling, 
making it easy, safe and attractive to chose 
not to drive. We support pay parking in the 
parliamentary triangle and appropriate rates 
of pay parking and parking restrictions 
throughout Canberra. 

We also support better provision of much 
needed disabled parking in existing car 
parks. 
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When will you produce a Walking Strategy?

Labor Greens

In November 2010 the Chief Minister signed the International Charter for Walking, and committed 
to develop a Walking Strategy for Canberra.

The Labor Government's Transport for Canberra plan is a comprehensive strategy for integrated 
transport across Canberra for the next 20 years. This includes active travel - walking and cycling - 
which is a critical element of our transport strategy. The ACT Government has undertaken a broad 
range of initiatives to encourage more people to walk and cycle and to support those who already 
do. By building a better city which fosters active travel options into everyday life, our city becomes 
more vibrant with more residents leading fitter, healthier lives.

The Government has funded the Heart Foundation's Active Living Program to, amongst other 
things, inform Government policies as to how we can best encourage active living.

The Government has also released a draft Canberra and Queanbeyan walking and cycling map to 
help and encourage people to walk or cycle using our extensive network of shared paths, footpaths 
and on-road cycling lanes.

On behalf of ACT Labor I announced that we will commit $1 million per year for four years to an 
Active Transport program targeted specifically at making cycling safer for children. Details of this 
policy can be found at http://www.katygallagher.net/?p=2272

Of the ACT community, 43% of citizens over the age of 18, 19% of Year 6 children and 16% of high 
school children did not participate in sufficient physical activity to meet the National Physical 
Activity Guidelines. This has contributed to 58% of adults and 22% of children were overweight or 
obese in 2008.

The Active Travel to School project has been developed through the ACT Government's Healthy 
Futures, Healthy Children Program, and the National Partnership Agreement for Preventive Health. 
The project will support government and the community sector over the next four years to develop 
programs that increase safe walking and cycling and promote walking and cycling to school to the 
school community.

If re-elected an ACT Labor Government will deliver a program of works that will focus on the 
safety of children, in terms of both walking and cycling infrastructure. This will include separated 
paths, greater visibility and lighting on the most commonly used paths around schools and our 
shopping centres.

In fact walking is arguably the most important form of 
transport. Everyone is a pedestrian.

In March 2010 we released an Active Transport Plan which 
contains a number of recommendations to promote walking. 
For example:

Recommendation   5.1  : Sign up to the International 
Charter of Walking andformalise the Charter's 
principles into the Government's own planning 
policies. 

Recommendation   5.2  : Prioritise structural measures to 
improve walkability, including: providing more and 
wider footpaths; improving walking routes; improving 
signalisation, lighting, and pedestrian crossing points; 
formalising these best practices in the Territory Plan. 

Recommendation   5.3  : Prioritise structural measures to 
improve walkability, including: enforcing requirements 
not to impede nature strips; educating motor vehicle 
drivers about pedestrians and vulnerable road users; 
taking measures to improve amenity for walkers. 

Recommendation   5.4  : Improve the wayfinding system 
for Canberra's walkers and bicycle riders. 

We were glad to see the ESDD grantto the Heart Foundation 
to continue its Active Living Program. We hope ESDD will 
make good use of the Foundation's great expertise on 
planning and designing urban spaces for walking. 
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How will you improve public transport between Gungahlin and Civic, and in North Canberra generally?

Labor Greens

The City to Gungahlin Transit corridor project is looking at a 
long term approach to improving public transport between the 
City and Gungahlin. This builds on the existing very high 
frequency of public transport in this corridor (up to 5 minutes 
during peak periods and better than 15 minutes at other times) - 
but as congestion grows, public transport will need to be 
separated from general traffic to become a truly competitive 
mode with the private car. The Government has undertaken 
concept designs on options and will advance the project through 
its newly established City to Gungahlin project office.
North Canberra has many of the highest patronage bus routes in 
the city, and there is certainly room for improvements to 
frequency and capacity on some routes. The preliminary planning 
for Network 13 is underway, and will be considering where 
capacity issues might justify additional service frequency, and 
also the important East-West connection between Dickson and 
Belconnen. 

Initial concepts for Network 13 will be released for community 
feedback early next year, but in the meantime, any ideas can be 
provided to TAMS and ACTION via Canberra Connect. 
In addition other improvements include providing additional park 
and ride and bike and ride facilities, and real time information on 
bus arrivals both at major stops, mobile phones and internet. 

ACT Greens MLAs are committed to building a first class public transport system 
for Canberra that connects all parts of the city and provides people with a choice 
about how they travel. Our vision is to make Canberra a leading city in convenient 
public transport that works for everyone. We focus on improving the public 
transport system so that it is reliable, fast; frequent and accessible - the kind of 
transport system that people want to use and that they know can get them around 
Canberra conveniently. While the Greens have been responsible for considerable 
improvements in this area in the last 3 and Yz years, there is still a lot that needs to 
be done. 
Most recently our efforts have secured positive changes such as new red and blue 
rapid bus services (the red rapid is now the 4th most popular route in Canberra), 
'park and ride' facilities in areas such as Mitchell and Mawson, millions of extra 
dollars for community paths, and guaranteed public transport frequency 
improvements. 

The Greens have been strong advocates for a solution to the transport problems on 
Northbourne Av, and our work resulted in the feasibility study of bus rapid transit 
and light rail Northbourne Avenue.
More detail about our outlook for transport in Canberra and North Canberra in 
particular, is available in our paper: "A better solution for transport in Gungahlin 
(and wider Canberra)".

Our ' Active Transport Plan' also sets out many of the Greens' ideas for Canberra 
Transport.
The Greens transport policies are also available at: 
http://act.greens.org.au/policies/act/transport
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What plans do you have for fixing traffic bottlenecks?

… such as the poorly designed Flemington Road-Federal Highway intersection, which already has two Civic-bound lanes and a transit lane, but in the 
morning peak operates at only 75% capacity and causes traffic to back up for three kilometres?

Labor Greens

There are no current plans to look at this intersection in 
isolation however it will be considered as part of the 
Gungahlin to City Transit project which is considering 
public transport options from Gungahlin Town centre to 
the City. 

We recognise that there are various parts of the road network that need upgrading to make 
them safe, or to remove bottlenecks. However, the solution to congestion issues is 
primarily to bring sustainable transport options to Canberra - including excellent public 
transport and 'active' transport such as walking and cycling. This is the only real long 
term solution to congestion problems, and it has the benefit of reducing greenhouse gas 
emissions and improving the design and amenity of our city. Focusing on building and 
expanding roads inevitably leads to increased congestion problems. Congestion has 
environmental, social and productivity costs and it will become worse unless we take 
action to address it. In 2008, Price Waterhouse Coopers analysed Canberra's traffic and 
said that without intervention now, Canberra's transport environment and traffic would 
resemble Sydney or Melbourne's in the next 30 years. Price Waterhouse Coopers' analysis 
showed how a light rail system for Canberra would make a major contribution to 
reducing congestion and to avoid the traffic problems that other cities suffer. The Greens 
agree with this analysis, and easing congestion is one of the many reasons that we 
consistently call for more effort and more investment to be put into public transport in 
Canberra. 
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Will you maintain our footpaths, and build footpaths on the one in five Canberra streets that don't have footpaths?

Labor Greens

The ACT Government will continue to expend about $4.6 
million per annum on the maintenance of the 2000 km 
footpaths and 400 km of cycle paths across Canberra. In 
terms of new works $600,000 has been allocated in the 
recent budget for the construction of new footpaths as part 
of the Urban Development Program and a further $3.3 
million for the provision of trunk walking and cycling 
infrastructure. 
The planning for many of the older suburbs in Canberra 
included no footpaths on the low traffic streets and many 
of the footpath projects that get implemented now as part 
of the current footpath program include these missing links 
particularly in the vicinity of community facilities such as 
schools and shops. 

Our agreement with the ALP dramatically increased funding for upgrades and 
maintenance for paths and related works. This included $500,000 per annum new 
recurrent funding for footpath upgrades and maintenance, and $1.6m per annum recurrent 
for 'Cycling, Signage and Footpaths Maintenance'. It also included $2.5m one off funding 
and 1.6m per annum funding for cycling upgrades..
All of this funding ceases after 2012-13, and we are disappointed that commitments in the 
recent budget do not seem to match previous levels during the period covered by the 
Parliamentary Agreement. This demonstrates the impact the Greens have had on works 
supporting walking during this Assembly. We want the previous funding levels to be 
restored, and will continue to push for increased funding for walking and cycling 
infrastructure. 

We support the changes proposed in DTPV 306 which will see better provision of shared 
paths and footpaths in new estates. We are investigating requiring new streets in new 
suburbs to have at least one footpath, contingent on speed limits and traffic. 
As detailed above, our Active Transport Plan called for more enforcement of rules against 
parking and securing pedestrian access on nature strips. 
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How will you provide safe routes to allow children and other people to walk or cycle to their local schools and shops?

Labor Greens

The Government will include 
the provision of footpaths or 
missing links in existing 
footpaths as part of the 
annual footpath program after 
an assessment of the needs 
for this across Canberra.

The Greens are strong supporters of improving cycling and pedestrian infrastructure in Canberra and we believe it is a 
key part of creating a safer and more sustainable transport system. In line with this, we secured dramatically increased 
funding for cycling and walking through the Greens-ALP Parliamentary Agreement. 
Connectivity is one of the most important aspects of cycling and walking routes, and we want to see planning that is 
more focussed on building clear, easy connections to key locations (such as shops, bus stops and schools) for residents; 
this Clearly does not always occur in new estates. We support the changes proposed in DTPV 306 which should see 
better provision of shared paths and footpaths in new estates. We also support better education of drivers about 
vulnerable road users, reducing speeds to 40k in shopping centres and community centres, and new crossings, which 
will lead to improved safety and encourage walking and cycling. 

We agree that while commuting cyclists are important they are not the only group to be considered in cycling 
infrastructure as sometimes seems the case. School routes need a special focus, and one of the initiatives we have 
pushed is for a 'safe routes to school' program, focussed on developing safe walking and riding routes for school kids. 
We'd also like to see the ACT Government supporting specific school-age training for young people to learn riding 
skills - which is a skill for life - as well as local rider education programmes for adults. 
We support retrofitting of footpaths and traffic islands to encourage walking and riding to school and the shops. 

While safety is a real issue for children getting to school, some issues here are also behavioural. We support the current 
ACT Health co-ordinated pilot programs to increase rates of walking and cycling to school, and are eager to see these 
rolled out further across the ACT. 
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Will you implement eight highly cost-effective North Canberra cycling projects?

Labor Greens

The walking and cycling trunk infrastructure 
program identified two priority projects for 
each of Canberra six districts with the City 
loop and Bunda Street the priority projects 
for North Canberra. 
Some of the projects listed in the table 
above will be picked up by other projects. 
For example the Constitution off road path 
will be picked up as part of the funded 
Constitution Avenue upgrade which will go 
out to construction late in 2012. 

The balance of projects will be considered 
for inclusion in 2013-14 and forward years 
as part of the Walking and Cycling 
Infrastructure program, with work to be 
undertaken in 2012-13 to confirm the 
feasibility of these projects and their costs. 
The experience to date is that this approach 
is necessary before projects get included on 
programs. 

The Greens support increased funding for programs of walking and cycling works, and the proposed 
projects seem worthy. We know that dedicated walking and cycling works make active transport safer, 
easier and more popular. That's why the Greens really want to see lots of new, effective walking and 
cycling projects in Canberra. This will reduce our emissions, make us healthier and save us money on 
transport. 
Cost-effectiveness should be a primary consideration in prioritising projects, and we are glad to see the 
Government now agrees. The Greens were concerned about previous alternative methods used by 
consultants. 

We think the Civic Cycle Loop is a great project that will increase cycling rates and transform Civic by 
connecting all of Civic with the Inner North and the Lake Circuit. The benefit score for Civic Cycle 
Loop seems very low for a major project likely to see high levels of use. 
The Government needs to determine a clear and simple methodology for prioritising projects. 

We expect this would favour many of the smaller but cost-effective projects of the sort recommended 
above. However, we also acknowledge the matter is complicated. Different ways of assessing 'benefits' 
will result in different projects being prioritised. Costs often increase significantly between initial 
estimates and revised estimates. There are issues of equity, as some areas of Canberra may be favoured 
over others. Flexibility can be important, especially in light of community input. 
We are pleased the Government has finally started a program to count pedestrian and cyclist numbers. 
We hope ESDD and TAMS will may this information available to the public and use this information 
when planning for our transport system and prioritising projects. 
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lf we had light rail now, how long would it take to get from Gungahlin to Civic in the morning peak, and how would this 
compare with driving time?

This question was put only to the Labor Party.

Labor's response:

Work is continuing on final transport model results to determine the estimated travel time savings from implementing bus rapid transit (BRT) or light 
rail transit (LRT) on the corridor. The estimates provided when the Concept Report was released earlier this year were based on the potential travel 
time savings if it were in place right now, and are based on estimates rather than detailed modelling. These estimates show that:

In the morning peak hour, the average travel time in the peak southbound direction along the corridor is 26 minutes for general traffic and 28 

minutes for the Red Rapid service1 (so the Red Rapid is two minutes slower than general traffic). While they are average estimates, the travel 
time varies in accordance with the traffic levels and congestion, specifically on Northbourne Avenue. 

If BRT or LRT were in place now, they would operate free of existing congestion and have priority signals at intersections. This means that travel 
times for public transport - currently around 26 - 28 minutes in the morning peak (slightly longer times than general traffic because of stopping) 
would improve considerably. Preliminary modelling suggests that if BRT or LRT were in place right now, they could travel the length of 
corridor in the morning peak period in under 15 minutes. 

This would be over 30% faster than general traffic (which itself would see considerable travel time improvements), and therefore would be a 
significant incentive for people to choose public transport2. 

1 Chief Minister Katy Gallagher has advised. “The average travel time of the Red Rapid (200) bus service between Gungahlin and City is currently 28 minutes 
based on existing data. The ACTION timetable indicates departure times from stops as this is most relevant to the travelling public. The 30 minutes indicated in 
the ACTION timetable for trips between Gungahlin and Civic allow time for any delays that might occur and for passengers to disembark at the Civic interchange 
prior to departure.”

2 ACT Transport Planning has explained that the statement that 'the 16 minute travel delay in the morning peak hour for cars and buses on the corridor would be 
reduced to less than 8 minutes (BRT) and less than 6 minutes (LRT)” was not intended to mean that cars would get travel time reductions similar to those of 
public transport.]
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Road Safety

List of questions (click on each link to see the responses)
How will you educate Canberra's drivers to safely share streets with children?
Will you require the police to enforce Road Rule 126: “Keeping a safe distance behind vehicles.“
What will you do to improve the contribution of pedestrian signals to road safety?
What changes will you make to speed limits?

How will you educate Canberra's drivers to safely share streets with children?

Labor Greens

In November 2011, the ACT Government released its Road Safety Strategy for 2011-
2020. The ACT Road Safety Strategy is supported by a three year Action Plan which 
provides a list of specific actions to be progressed between 2011 and 2013, including 
measures to educate drivers and improve road safety for children. The Strategy is 
based on the Safe System approach to improving road safety which provides a 
holistic view of the road transport system and the interactions among roads and 
roadsides, travel speeds, vehicles and road users. Importantly, it provides the 
framework for the development of an ACT community that shares the responsibility 
for road safety.

Measures that have already been implemented to educate drivers and improve road 
safety for children include strategic awareness campaigns such as the Speed 40km/h 
(School Zones) and the Speed 50km/h (Default Urban Speed Limit). Both of these 
campaigns involve the use of TV, radio, print and roadside variable messages which 
are broadcast to align with targeted police enforcement activities. The School Zones 
campaign is generally run at the commencement of the school terms and re minds 
drivers to slow down, obey the speed limit and watch out for children. Copies of the 
print advertising used as part of this campaign have also been provided to the ACT 
Education and Training Directorate for use in school newsletters. 

We agree that educating drivers about road rules and about the 
particular vulnerability of children (as well as other pedestrians 
and cyclists) is very important for safety and for encouraging 
more people to walk and ride. Many of our proposals about 
vulnerable road users are set out in our Active Transport Plan, 
and include things such as 'safe routes to school' programs and 
design improvements. 

One of the Greens' proposals is to improve driver education 
and responsibility by amending road transport legislation to 
require all drivers to complete training on vulnerable road 
users in order to obtain their provisional drivers licence. This 
would become one of the 'key competencies' that drivers must 
learn and pass. This focus on educating drivers about their 
responsibility towards more vulnerable road users something 
that occurs in various European countries, where road casualty 
statistics are better, and where more people use walking and 
cycling for transport.
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Will you require the police to enforce Road Rule 126: “Keeping a safe distance behind vehicles.“

Labor Greens

ACT Policing proactively enforces the road rules in the ACT. The Government's 
requirement for this is outlined in the Outcome for the Police Purchase Agreement. 
This specifies that in partnership with the community, ACT Policing will create a safer 
and more secure Territory through the provision of quality police services. This is to 
be achieved through four main areas of activity: 

 Crime and Safety Management; 

 Traffic Law Enforcement and Road Safety; 

 Prosecution and Judicial Support; and 

 Crime Prevention. 

Further to this, the performance measures in the Agreement include 6 measures which 
relate specifically to road safety. 

ACT Police are required to enforce all road rules. Schedule 2 
in the contract between the ACT Government and the 
Australian Federal Police provides $12.9 million in return for 
ACT Police "enforcing traffic laws and promoting safer 
behaviour on ACT roads". There are some discrete targets 
against specific types of dangerous driving, such as those 
listed in the question, but it is important to note that ACT 
Policing is required to enforce all road rules, not just those 
listed in the targets. 
Ultimately, the target of 4.2 or less road crashes per capita 
causing death is the most telling measure of how safely people 
in the ACT are driving. 

What will you do to improve the contribution of pedestrian signals to road safety?

Labor Greens

Roads ACT seek to improve the overall operations of the traffic signal 
network in Canberra to provide a safe and efficient network for all road 
users - pedestrians, cyclists, public transport, motor cycles, general traffic, 
freight and even horses. 
In relation to pedestrian issues, there has been a series of discussions and 
meetings with the Pedestrian Forum in the last few years about 
improvements that would assist in pedestrian safety and in achieving 
better compliance with existing arrangements. Roads ACT will continue 
to work with groups such as the Pedestrian Forum to implement changes 
where feasible after consideration of the impact and other user 
requirements. 

The Greens support setting pedestrian signals to 'auto-start' when existing 
arrangements at intersections allow. The Greens also support' off-set' 
crossings when intersections cross a substantial median. Both measures 
make it clearer when it is safe for pedestrians to cross. 
It costs around $2000 to change one set of existing signals to auto-start. 
We support changing signals to auto-start at existing intersections where 
traffic signals are longer than the minimum time pedestrians need to cross. 
New intersections should have auto-start signals and/or off-set crossings 
where possible. 

We support new 40kmlhr zones. We also support new crossings. 
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What changes will you make to speed limits?

Labor Greens

Significant reductions in the Australian road toll have been achieved 
since the 1970s, for a range of reasons including the introduction of 
random breath testing and safer vehicles, as well as improved speed 
management. In line with other jurisdictions, the ACT introduced a 
50 km/h default urban speed limit in 2003.
Trials have recently been completed and evaluated of 40 km/h 
speed limits in both Woden and Gungahlin Town centres. These 
trials have been considered successful and arrangements are in 
place to implement similar reduced speed limits in the other three 
town centres - City, Belconnen and Tuggeranong later this year. 
Consultation on the details with respective community councils and 
retail centres is about to commence. There are no other current 
proposals to lower speed limits planned at this time. 

Lowering speed limits around urban centres can play a very important role in 
attracting more pedestrians and cyclists to the area, as well as improving safety. 
This in turn can improve the amenity of the area, even increasing its commercial 
prospects. We support creating more areas in Canberra with lower speed limits 
and the 2008 Greens-ALP Parliamentary Agreement resulted in the introduction 
of new 40klhr speed limit zones in Woden and Gungahlin town centres. We 
support extending 40kmlhr speed limits around shopping and community centres 
(such as child care / aged care centres). Combined with traffic calming 
and appropriate urban design, this will increase safety and walkability, and have 
minimal impact on car travel times. 

Of course low speed limits do not need to apply to all parts of the urban 
environment and we recognise that Canberra's arterial roads can support high 
speed limits to move vehicles around quickly between more dense areas. 
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